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ABOUT US
As one of the leading law firms in the North
of England, with national reach across many
areas of our practice, we have built our
reputation on our core principles – offering
the highest quality of legal advice combined
with a personal, bespoke client service.
We act for individuals, families, businesses and organisations across
the UK, and we pride ourselves on the close relationships we build,
often over the course of several generations. It is a privilege to be the
trusted advisor of choice to our clients.
With our strong history and unrivalled standards of both legal and
client service, we are now looking to shape the future of Sintons. Our
vision as a firm is to consistently set the standard for legal excellence
– to build on our traditional values and become the law firm of choice
for individuals, businesses and organisations regionally and nationally
The key feature of Sintons is our people, and we cannot achieve
our ambitions without them. They are what helps us achieve
the unique ‘Sintons difference’. We have a wealth of
capability and expertise at Sintons and are proud of
the strong team structures we have in place.
Our people have progression and development
opportunities, and we are keen to support them
to achieve their potential. Indeed, a number of
our Partners began their legal careers
as Sintons trainees.

If you are reading this then we hope you are considering a career with us.
Please read on to find out more about our firm and the great opportunity
that could be waiting for you.
We are a full-service law firm and work with clients across the UK from our single office in Newcastle upon Tyne.
With over 150 employees, we are one of the biggest firms of our kind in the North East region and have a
reputation for outstanding legal advice and bespoke client service that extends far beyond. Indeed, we are
known nationally for our work in many areas of the business.
We were one of the first law firms in our home region to receive the Investors in People (IIP) accreditation and
pride ourselves on the welcoming working environment we operate, which is geared towards providing a firstclass service to clients and allowing our people to achieve the highest standards.

We operate in many key practice areas, in all of which we are deemed to be leaders in our field:

• Personal and Family

• Construction and Engineering

• Corporate and Banking

• Dispute resolution

• Commercial

• Intellectual property

• Debt recovery
• Employment
• Immigration

• Real Estate
•A
 griculture, Estates &
Rural Business
• Faith based law

• Licensing

• Healthcare

• Regulatory services

• Personal Injury

OUR VISION
AND VALUES
Vision
Our vision is to set the standard for legal excellence and in doing so become
the law firm of choice for businesses, organisations and individuals both
regionally and nationally.
We will deliver an outstanding service provided by people who understand clients’ needs, take pride in what they
do and how they do it.

Values
Our values go to the heart of the firm. They define who we are and how we work. It is by remaining true to our
values that we will achieve our vision. This is what we value most:

• Teamwork
• Excellent Client Service
• Professionalism
• Our People

WHAT
WE LOOK
FOR
• A willingness to work hard
•	An ability to engage well with clients
and colleagues
•	An awareness of the need to
be commercial
•	A continual desire for self-improvement
and professional development
• A commitment to excellence
•	An appreciation of the importance of
taking pride in what we do and how
we do it
• A desire to help us achieve our vision

ARE WE RIGHT
FOR YOU?
WE OFFER

WE ASK YOU TO HAVE

•	High quality work across a range of practice areas
acting for businesses, organisations and individuals

• A pragmatic and commercial approach to problem solving

•	A working environment where your effort and
contribution are properly valued and appreciated
•	A financial benefits package which fairly rewards your
effort and contribution
•	An opportunity to develop your legal skills and
progress your legal career
• A firm which works hard to encourage a culture of
openness, mutual support and respect
• Early responsibility and client contact
• Technical and administrative training and support
• Experience working in an open and friendly environment
• Lots of opportunities to support our local community
and charities
• A collaborative approach to team work

• Commitment and enthusiasm
•	An ability to work as part
of a team
•	Good communication
skills
• A willingness to learn
•	A strong academic record

WE OFFER
A RANGE
OF BENEFITS
INCLUDING:
• Payment of Legal Practice Course fees for those that join us as a trainee
• 25 days’ holiday (increasing to 30 days) – in addition to your birthday off!
• Pension contributions and life insurance from day one
• Interest free travel loans
• Health cash plan
• Everyday shopping discounts
• Paid time away from work to support our local community
• Qualification leave – when you qualify as a solicitor you are welcome to
take an extended period of leave

WHAT SOME
OF OUR
TRAINEES
HAVE TO SAY
“When applying for Training Contracts during my penultimate year at
University, Sintons initially stood out to me due to its professional and
friendly approach to providing legal services in addition to its status as
a leading firm within the North East. I aspired to work within a firm that
was client focused but also valued its employees as individuals and,
following a week at the firm during their graduate recruitment scheme,
I was confident that Sintons fit this profile. Since starting my Training
Contract I have benefitted from excellent training, constant support
and plenty of practical experience which I am confident has provided
me with the best possible start to my legal career.”

“As a solicitor apprentice at Sintons
I have always felt extremely valued
and appreciated. During my three
years, I have been exposed to a
range of high quality work acting
for both businesses and individuals.
I have been given the opportunity
to manage my own cases, whilst
assisting colleagues on higher-value
and more complex matters.”

Leah Greenwell
Solicitor Apprentice

“The firm has provided continuous
support to me since I joined and
has provided me the best possible
platform to start my career.
Sintons is ambitious and willing to
adapt to the ever-changing legal
environment, whilst maintaining
its strong reputation for excellent
client service. It’s a very exciting
time to work at the firm and I would
recommend it to anyone looking
to develop their legal career in a
renowned North East law firm.”

Sophie Townes
Newly Qualified Solicitor

Charlotte Johnston
Trainee Solicitor

“Sintons are a full-service law firm and act for clients all over the country
as well as further afield, allowing for a range of involvement as a trainee.
Sintons are ambitious and experienced and it is great to train at a firm in
the North East with those qualities. Throughout my training contract, I
have been provided with multiple opportunities to develop my skills and
try different legal processes. I have received one to one and personalised
support from my supervisors which has allowed me to build my confidence
as a lawyer.”

Ellie Marriott
Trainee Solicitor

“The ‘full service’ that Sintons offers
provides us trainees with the means
to develop our skills within an array
of different departments, whilst
working with people with unique skill
sets. This is a great place to develop
my craft and prepare me with the
skills and characteristics I will need
for a successful career in the law.”

Sam Watts
Trainee Solicitor

Applications open
on 1 January each
year, you can
either complete
an online form on
our website or
download a word
version of the form
to upload.

The closing
date for
applications
is 30 April

At Sintons we
take a slightly
different approach
to the Graduate
Recruitment
process. We hold an
assessment week
during June which
allows us to really get
to know you and for
you to get to know
more about us.

OUR PROCESS
During your time
with us you will
gain valuable
quality work
experience in
departments across
the firm, as well as
participating in
team-based
activities.

Everyone is given
the opportunity for a
one to one meeting
with a member
of the Graduate
Recruitment team
which is a great
opportunity for us to
find out more about
you and for you to
ask questions about
the firm.

We then shortlist
candidates from
these assessment
weeks to go forward
for interview with
our Head of People
Services and Managing
Partner in July.

INTERESTED
IN APPLYING
FOR A
SINTONS
TRAINING
CONTRACT?
sintons.co.uk/graduate-recruitment

Visit
to access our application form and keep up to date with key dates.

TOP TIPS
FOR SUCCESS
We completely understand that applying
for training contracts is daunting. The tips
below are to help you make the most of our
recruitment process.
Application Form - Print it off after it’s completed and proofread it even better, ask someone else to proofread it for you. Make sure there
are no typos or mistakes as you will lose points.
Make sure you are answering the question asked. Link back your answers
to how you have demonstrated certain skills and experience and
how these apply to the role of a solicitor. We want to know about
your organisation skills, commitment, flexibility, enthusiasm for law
and other attributes that make a great lawyer.
Make your application stand out by conveying your personality and
who you are by talking about your achievements and interests.
If you have overcome adversity, talk about it and make sure you
mention what you have learned.
Assessment Week - Be yourself! Be open and honest.
Ask questions – this is a two-way process.
Contribute to team tasks – don’t be too shy but also don’t overpower
others.
We will get you involved with written work and a good attention to
detail will be important.
Final Interview - This is an opportunity to tell us more about you and
why you wish to develop a career as a lawyer. The interview will not be a
test of your legal knowledge but a final chance to show why you
stand out from other candidates.

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
We take our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) work very seriously and are very proud of the work we
have done to support our local charities and community to date. We have a dedicated CSR committee
who meet to develop the firm’s involvement in local projects and activities, and we also choose a North
East good cause to support every two years through a firm ballot which all the firm’s fundraising then goes
towards. Each year our Trainees organise a “challenge” to raise funds for our chosen charity, ranging from
Coast to Coast, 2 Peaks, and the Port to Port from Zeebrugge to Amsterdam.
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